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Abstract: Signal processing methods that accurately synthesize sound pressure at the ears are
important in the development of spatial audio devices for personal use. This paper reviews the current
methods and focuses on a promising class of these methods that rely on combining the spatial
information available in microphone array recordings and datasets of head-related transfer functions
(HRTFs). These two kinds of spatial information enable the consideration of dynamic and individual
auditory localization cues during binaural synthesis. A general formulation for such a class of methods
is presented in terms of a linear system of equations, whose associated matrix is composed of acoustic
transfer functions that relate the positions of microphones and HRTFs. Based on this formulation, it is
shown that most of the existing methods under consideration can be classified into two prominent
approaches: 1) the HRTF modeling approach and 2) the microphone signal modeling approach. An
important relation between these two approaches is evidenced in the general formulation: when
one approach arises from the solution to an overdetermined system, the other corresponds to an
underdetermined system, and vice versa. Illustrative examples of binaural synthesis from spherical
arrays are provided by means of simulations. Underdetermined systems generally achieve better
performance than overdetermined ones.
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1. INTRODUCTION

This paper concerns the recording of sound for its

binaural reproduction. The idea behind this is as follows

[1]: if sound pressure signals were recorded in the ears of

a listener and reproduced exactly as they were, then the

individual auditive experience is assumed to be re-created.

This paper focuses on the generation of these signals,

namely binaural signals that constitute the input to binaural

reproduction devices based on headphones [2,3] or person-

al sound zone systems [4,5].

A classical binaural recording technique involves

placing two microphones on the ears of a mock-up of the

head and torso, namely a head and torso simulator (HATS).

HATS recordings, however, have two major limitations.

First, they do not reflect the movements of the listener’s

head, which are known to provide important dynamic cues

for enhancing the perception of sound location [6–9].

Second, they do not consider the acoustic interactions with

the individual traits of the listener’s external anatomy

before sound arrives to the eardrums. Such acoustic

interactions can be described by the so-called head-related

transfer functions (HRTFs), which are linear filters de-

scribing the transmission of sound from a position in space

to the listener’s eardrums [10,11]. Moreover, HRTFs are

known to contain individual auditory cues that are

important to present sounds accurately located outside of

the head [2,8,12,13].

Updating binaural signals to match the listener’s

motion is possible by using a HATS that simultaneously

moves as the listener does. This system is known as a

TeleHead [14,15]. TeleHeads, however, can match the

simultaneous motion of only one listener at a time, and

motion can only be tracked at the same time of recording.

Besides, the motion-tracking system of TeleHeads uses a

complicated mechanical system. The tracking of multiple

moving listeners is possible electronically when recording

is performed with a microphone array. The use of micro-
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phone arrays to capture spatial sound enables the tracking

of movements by means of digital computations in real

time or after recording. The first proposal of such a system

was the motion-tracked binaural (MTB) system [16].

Including individual auditory cues into microphone

array recordings would require the modeling of individual

auditory spaces. This can be achieved by using individual

HRTFs obtained for a set of positions in space. Recent

advances in technologies for measurement [17] and

computation [18–25] are now allowing us to obtain

individual HRTFs for dense sets of positions. Moreover,

individual HRTF datasets are available in public databases

reported in [26–29].

During the last decade, researchers have shown an

increasing interest in a modern class of methods for

obtaining the binaural signals by combining microphone

array recordings with individual HRTF datasets [30–56].

The electronic processing of the microphone array outputs

in correspondence with the listener’s head movements,

and the combination of the results with an individual

HRTF dataset, aim to generate the dynamic auditory cues

individually, without the need to physically move a HATS

or the microphone array itself.

The purpose of this paper is to review studies on such

modern binaural recording systems and present a general

formulation and classification for them. The remainder of

the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews past

studies to elucidate the difference between the widely

known three-dimensional auditory displays and the frame-

work for binaural recording and reproduction that demar-

cates this paper. Section 3 presents a general formulation

and classification for modern binaural synthesis methods

that combine microphone array recordings and HRTF

datasets. Section 4 describes methods to solve the under-

lying linear systems by decoupling the positions of

microphones and HRTFs. Section 5 describes a physical

model for use with spherical arrays. Section 6 presents

simulations of binaural synthesis from spherical arrays.

Section 7 summarizes this paper.

2. THREE-DIMENSIONAL AUDITORY
DISPLAYS AND BINAURAL SYSTEMS

Auditory displays are devices to present sound in

general. When the spatial features of sound are included,

these devices are referred to as three-dimensional (3D)

auditory displays [57,58]. Spatial sound can be presented in

the form of binaural signals by means of HRTFs [2]. This

type of systems, i.e., binaural reproduction systems, are a

class of 3D auditory displays. When binaural reproduction

systems are used as 3D auditory displays to render virtual

sound, a typical input is a monophonic signal obtained

through recording or artificial generation. In this case, the

binaural signals for a target position are calculated by

simply convolving the monophonic signal with the time-

domain representation of the HRTFs, the so-called head-

related impulse responses, obtained beforehand for the

target position.

To calculate binaural signals for virtual sounds at

arbitrary target positions, it is usual to use HRTFs obtained

beforehand for a set of initial positions. The initial HRTF

dataset is typically obtained for an array of positions at a

single distance from the head center [27–29]. From this

initial dataset, the HRTFs for arbitrary target positions that

are not contained in the initial dataset are synthesized by

interpolation along angle [59–63] or extrapolation along

radial distance [64–67].

The binaural systems considered in this paper, on the

other hand, aim to reconstruct the binaural signals due to

real acoustic environments. Binaural signals are seen as a

combination of the sound field due to an acoustic environ-

ment with the model of an individual auditory space.

Sound fields are captured by means of microphone arrays,

whereas individual auditory spaces are modeled by HRTF

datasets. In this context, an HRTF dataset is regarded as

a directivity pattern due the interactions of sound with the

body, head, and pinna.

A general formulation and classification for a modern

class of binaural recording systems based on combining

microphone array recordings and HRTF datasets is pre-

sented in the next section.

3. BINAURAL SYNTHESIS FROM
MICROPHONE ARRAY RECORDINGS

AND HRTF DATASETS

During the last decade, several binaural synthesis

methods that combine the spatial information contained

in microphone array recordings with the spatial informa-

tion contained in individual HRTF datasets have been

studied [30–56]. The use of a microphone array offers

the possibility of including the dynamic auditory cues used

in sound localization because the movements of multiple

listeners can be tracked through digital computations in

real-time or non-real-time conditions. The HRTF datasets

allow the inclusion of the auditory localization cues that

correspond to the individual traits of the listeners, provided

that individual HRTF datasets can be obtained directly for

each listener or by means of anthropometric personaliza-

tion [68,69] or individualization methods [70,71]. More-

over, HRTFs for dense sets of positions can be calculated

based on interpolation methods [59–67]. In general, this

class of binaural synthesis methods aim at rendering a

sound pressure field sampled at the positions where a set

of HRTFs is given. In other words, this class of methods

aim to synthesize the binaural signals due to an array of

virtual loudspeakers placed at the positions used to obtain

the HRTFs.
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It is argued in this section that most of the existing

methods for combining microphone array recordings with

HRTF datasets can be classified into two prominent

approaches: 1) the HRTF modeling approach and 2) the

microphone signal modeling approach. Each approach

refers to the manner in which the underlying inverse

problem is formulated.

In the HRTF modeling approach, an HRTF dataset

constitutes a specified spatial pattern to be approximated

by a set of weighting filters applied to the microphone

recordings. The weighting filters are calculated by solving

a linear system of equations that approximate the HRTF

dataset. The entries of the matrix associated to the linear

system are acoustic transfer functions from the positions

of microphones to the positions used to obtain the HRTF

dataset. Examples of binaural systems based on this

approach are the SENZI system [35–39], the virtual

artificial head (VAH) [41–44], binaural beamforming

systems [34,45,47,49,52,53], and the implementations

reported in [40,56].

In the microphone signal modeling approach, on the

other hand, the microphone array recordings are used to

calculate the driving signals at the positions used to obtain

the HRTF dataset. The driving signals are subsequently

rendered with the corresponding HRTFs in the dataset by

relying on the principle of acoustic wave superposition

[72]. The driving signals are calculated by solving a linear

system of equations that model the microphone array

recordings. The entries of the associated matrix are

acoustic transfer functions from the positions involved

in the HRTF dataset to the positions of microphones.

Examples of binaural systems based on this approach are

the binaural system obtained when combining the BPLIC

[30] and ADVISE systems [31,32], and the binaural

ambisonic systems treated in [33,46,48,50,51,54,55].

To support the assertions above, a general formulation

for the two approaches is proposed below in this section. A

formulation in continuous space is described in Sect. 3.1,

whereas a formulation in discrete space is detailed in

Sect. 3.2. A remarkable relation between the HRTF

modeling approach and the microphone signal modeling

approach will be evidenced in the discrete-space formula-

tion: when one approach arises from the solution to an

overdetermined system of equations (more equations than

unknowns), the other corresponds to an underdetermined

system of equations (less equations than unknowns), and

vice versa. This relation is overviewed in Table 1.

In all of what follows, acoustic pressure signals and

transfer functions are assumed to have finite energy. They

are represented in the frequency domain by complex-

valued functions that are square integrable. For simplicity,

the variation of functions with frequency is not explicitly

indicated.

3.1. Continuous-space Formulation

The aim is to show that combining recordings p and

HRTF datasets h ¼ fhleft; hrightg to synthesize the binaural

signals ’ ¼ f’left; ’rightg can be formulated in terms of an

inverse problem. It is assumed that p is known at every

position ~a in a region of space A, while h was obtained

for every position ~b in a region of space B. It is further

assumed that A and B are continuous, arbitrarily shaped,

and non-intersecting regions.

More specifically, the aim is to show that the two

approaches for binaural synthesis can be formulated in

terms of the following expression:

’ ¼
Z
~b2B

Z
~a2A

hð ~bÞCyð~a; ~bÞpð~aÞd~ad ~b: ð1Þ

The overbar symbol is used to denote the complex

conjugate hereafter. By C, we denote the transmission of

sound between ~a and ~b. This acoustic transfer function

also takes into consideration the geometrical and physical

properties of A and B. It is assumed that C can be obtained

beforehand. The conditions for the existence of its inverse,

denoted by Cy, are investigated below for each binaural

synthesis approach. As for the statement of the corre-

sponding inverse problems, integration over A of an

acoustic transfer function CHRTF from ~a to ~b will be used in

the HRTF modeling approach, whereas integration over B

of an acoustic transfer function Cmic from ~b to ~a will be

used in the microphone signal modeling approach.

3.1.1. HRTF modeling approach

The binaural signals ’ are synthesized by applying

weighting filters w ¼ fwleft;wrightg to the microphone array

recordings p in such a way that

’ ¼
Z
~a2A

wð~aÞpð~aÞd~a; ð2Þ

where the weighting filters are defined by

wð~aÞ ¼
Z
~b2B

CyHRTFð~a; ~bÞhð ~bÞd ~b: ð3Þ

Table 1 Two approaches for binaural synthesis.

Approach

Condition
HRTF modeling

Microphone signal
modeling

Number of
microphones less
than number of
HRTFs (M < L)

Overdetermined
system

Underdetermined
system

Number of
microphones
greater than

number of HRTFs
(M > L)

Underdetermined
system

Overdetermined
system
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It can be verified that equating (3) and (2) results in an

expression similar to (1) if Cy ¼ C
y
HRTF.

Equation (3) is the result of solving an inverse problem

that is formulated by modeling the HRTF dataset h as an

integral of transfer functions CHRTF as follows:Z
~a2A

CHRTFð~a; ~bÞwð~aÞd~a ¼ hð ~bÞ: ð4Þ

A procedure to solve (4) relies on postulating a trial

transfer function CyHRTF from ~b to arbitrary ~a0 that is used to

multiply both sides of (4) and integrate over B. A further

change of the order of integration in the double integral

results inZ
~a2A

Z
~b2B

CyHRTFð ~a0; ~bÞCHRTFð~a; ~bÞd ~b
� �

wð~aÞd~a

¼
Z
~b2B

CyHRTFð ~a0; ~bÞhð ~bÞd ~b:
ð5Þ

If the conditionZ
~b2B

CyHRTFð ~a0; ~bÞCHRTFð~a; ~bÞd ~b ¼
1 if ~a ¼ ~a0,

0 else,

(
ð6Þ

holds, then substituting (6) in (5) yields (3). The trial

transfer function CyHRTF thus defines an inverse for CHRTF

under the condition for invertibility (6).

3.1.2. Microphone signal modeling approach

The binaural signals ’ are synthesized in this case by

using the HRTF dataset h to render a set of driving signals

u according to the following expression:

’ ¼
Z
~b2B

hð ~bÞuð ~bÞd ~b; ð7Þ

where the driving signals are defined by

uð ~bÞ ¼
Z
~a2A

Cymicð~a; ~bÞpð~aÞd~a: ð8Þ

It can be verified that equating (8) and (7) results in an

expression similar to (1) if Cy ¼ Cymic.

Equation (8) arises from solving an inverse problem

that is formulated by modeling the microphone recordings p

as an integral of transfer functions Cmic in such a way thatZ
~b2B

Cmicð~a; ~bÞuð ~bÞd ~b ¼ pð~aÞ: ð9Þ

Equation (9) is solved by assuming a trial transfer function

Cymic from ~a to arbitrary ~b0 that is used to multiply both

sides of (9) and integrate the product over A. Changing the

order of integration in the double integral results inZ
~b2B

Z
~a2A

Cymicð~a; ~b0ÞCmicð~a; ~bÞd~a
� �

uð ~bÞd ~b

¼
Z
~a2A

Cymicð~a; ~b0Þpð~aÞd~a:
ð10Þ

It is verified from (10) that if the conditionZ
~a2A

Cymicð~a; ~b0ÞCmicð~a; ~bÞd~a ¼
1 if ~b ¼ ~b0,

0 else,

(
ð11Þ

holds, then replacing (11) in (10) results in (8). The trial

transfer function Cymic thus defines an inverse for Cmic under

the condition for invertibility (11).

3.2. Discrete-space Formulation

Practical implementations of the models presented in

Sect. 3.1 require a discrete-space version in terms of matrix

computations. To this aim, a finite number M of micro-

phones and a finite number L of HRTFs are considered in

this section. Signals are assumed in the frequency domain.

An overview of the discrete-space structures under con-

sideration is illustrated in Fig. 1.

The aim is to show that binaural synthesis can be

formulated in terms of the following discrete-space version

of (1)

’ ¼ h>Cþp: ð12Þ

Here, the synthesized binaural signals for the left and right

ears are organized in

’ ¼ ’left ’right
� �>

: ð13Þ

The symbol > indicates transpose.

The recordings of an array composed of M micro-

phones are organized in the vector

p ¼ p1 p2 � � � pM
� �>

: ð14Þ

Each entry pm of p, where m ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;M, represents a

sample of sound pressure recorded at an arbitrary position

~am. The finite set f~amgm¼1;2;...;M is a sampling of the region

of space A where p is obtained.

The HRTFs of the dataset are organized in the matrix

h ¼
hleft

hright

" #>
¼

hleft
1 hleft

2 � � � hleft
L

h
right
1 h

right
2 � � � h

right
L

" #>
: ð15Þ

Each entry hleft
‘ or h

right
‘ of h, where ‘ ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; L,

represents a sample of the free-field HRTF for the left or

Fig. 1 Overview of binaural systems.
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right ear, respectively. Each entry of h is characterized for

an arbitrary position ~b‘. The finite set f ~b‘g‘¼1;2;...;L is a

sampling of the region of space B that is considered to

obtain h.

Finally, C is a combination matrix whose entries are

acoustic transfer functions between every two points ~am
and ~b‘. The entries of this matrix need to be measured

or calculated before hand. The conditions to calculate its

pseudo-inverse, denoted by Cþ, are investigated below for

each binaural synthesis approach. A combination matrix

CHRTF of size L�M (from ~am to ~b‘) will be used in the

HRTF modeling approach, whereas a combination matrix

Cmic of size M � L (from ~b‘ to ~am) will be used in the

microphone signal modeling approach. The structures for

spatial signal processing that result from these two

approaches are illustrated in Fig. 2.

3.2.1. HRTF modeling approach

The binaural signals are synthesized as follows:

’ ¼ w>p; ð16Þ

where

w ¼ CþHRTFh ð17Þ

defines the weighting filters organized in the matrix

w ¼
wleft

wright

" #>
¼

wleft
1 wleft

2 � � � wleft
M

w
right
1 w

right
2 � � � w

right
M

" #>
: ð18Þ

It can be verified that equating (17) and (16) results in an

expression that is similar to (12) if

Cþ ¼ CþHRTF

>
: ð19Þ

Equation (17) is the result of solving a linear system

that approximates the HRTF dataset according to

CHRTFw ¼ hþ �HRTF; ð20Þ

where �HRTF is the approximation error. A solution to (20)

can be found in terms of a pseudo-inverse CþHRTF (from
~b‘ to ~am) that fulfills the following condition:

CþHRTFCHRTF ¼ IM ; ð21Þ

where IM is the identity matrix of size M. This property

can be regarded as a discrete version of (6).

3.2.2. Microphone signal modeling approach

The binaural signals in this case are synthesized by

’ ¼ h>u; ð22Þ

where

u ¼ Cþmicp ð23Þ

defines the driving signals organized in the vector

u ¼ u1 u2 � � � uL
� �>

: ð24Þ

It can be verified that replacing (23) in (22) results in an

equation similar to (12) if

Cþ ¼ Cþmic: ð25Þ

Equation (23) arises from solving a linear system that

approximates the microphone array signals in such a way

that

Cmicu ¼ pþ �mic; ð26Þ

where �mic is the approximation error. A solution to (26)

can be found in terms of a pseudo-inverse Cþmic (from ~am
to ~b‘) that fulfills the following condition:

CþmicCmic ¼ IL; ð27Þ

where IL is the identity matrix of size L. This condition is

analogous to a discretization of (11).

If the combination matrices CHRTF and Cmic are

obtained under the same physical and geometrical con-

ditions, and for the same number of microphones (M) and

HRTFs (L), it is verified then from (19) and (25) that one

matrix results to be the conjugate transpose of the other,

that is,

CHRTF ¼ Cmic
>
: ð28Þ

(a) HRTF modeling. (b) Microphone signal modeling.

Fig. 2 Two approaches for binaural synthesis that combine microphone array recordings (pm on A) and HRTF datasets
(h‘ on B).
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A remarkable relation between the two synthesis ap-

proaches is further verified when comparing the dimen-

sions of the corresponding linear systems in (20) and

(26). When one approach arises from the solution to an

overdetermined system of equations, the other corre-

sponds to an underdetermined system of equations, and

vice versa.

4. PSEUDO-INVERSION BY
DIAGONALIZATION

The calculation of CþHRTF or Cþmic is simplified when the

corresponding combination matrices CHRTF or Cmic have

representations that decouple the positions of microphones

and HRTFs. In general, this is possible when a combination

matrix is factored into a diagonal form, which exists by

virtue of the spectral theorem [73]. A diagonal form is

equivalent to having two representations of a matrix, one

along its rows and the other along its columns, between

which a one-to-one relation can be established by means of

a diagonal matrix.

Singular value decomposition (SVD) [74] is among the

most used diagonalization methods. In general, a combi-

nation matrix C can be factored in such a way that

C ¼ U�V>: ð29Þ

Here, U and V are unitary matrices, whereas � is a

rectangular diagonal matrix containing the singular values

�i, where i ¼ 1; � � � ; I, and I is equal to L or M depending

on whether HRTF modeling or microphone signal model-

ing is respectively used. The singular values are further

arranged in such a way that �1 � �2 � � � � � �I .
The pseudo-inverse of C is calculated as follows:

Cþ ¼ V��1U
>
: ð30Þ

The entries of ��1 are simply given by ��1
i . There exists

an equivalence between (30) and the Moore–Penrose

pseudo-inverse, Cþ ¼ ½C> C��1C
>

, which is obtained by

minimizing the approximation error (�HRTF or �mic) in the

least-squares sense [74]. To deal with ill-conditioned

matrices, inverse singular values ��1
i below a specified

threshold are simply discarded. This procedure defines the

so-called truncated SVD.

A more robust way of calculating a pseudo-inverse

relies on applying a smooth damping to the inverse singular

values in ��1 instead of simply discarding them by

truncation. This is possible by specifying a parameter �

whose action is [75]:

Cþ ¼ V diag
j�ij2

j�ij2 þ �2

� �
��1

� 	
U
>
: ð31Þ

An equivalence between (31) and (30) is clear for � ¼ 0.

For � > 0, (31) is equivalent to using the Tikhonov

regularization method [75] to calculate a pseudo-inverse as

follows: Cþ ¼ ½C>Cþ �2I��1C
>

. The parameter � is thus

known as the regularization parameter.

No consideration regarding specific geometries that

underlie the description of combination matrices has been

taken into account hitherto. This was a convenient pathway

towards the formulation of binaural synthesis, as the

resulting structures are applicable in arbitrary geometries,

as long as measuring acoustic transfer functions comprising

the combination matrices is possible. However, regarding

the time that would demand a complete survey of the

geometrical and physical conditions of the binaural system,

using mathematical formulas to characterize the combina-

tion matrices is usually convenient, as long as analytic

expressions describing the underlying physical phenomena

exist and can be used in the modeling of combination

matrices. In this regard, it is known from the literature that

acoustic propagation models based on the solutions to the

wave equation exist for the eleven systems of Stackel that

allows for the separation of spatial coordinates [76], and

also for another set of coordinate systems constructed by

conformal mapping [77].

In the next two sections, the separable spherical

coordinate system is used to describe a physical model

for combination matrices, which is then used to present a

simple but illustrative example of binaural synthesis from

spherical arrays.

5. COMBINATION MATRICES FOR
SPHERICAL ARRAYS

The capture of sound with uniform resolution along

directions is possible by using a spherical array of

microphones for recording [78,79] and a spherical array

of sources for characterizing the HRTF dataset [27–29].

The use of an acoustically rigid spherical baffle for

recording, where the microphone array is mounted, is

particularly convenient because it adds stability during

pseudo-inversion, as opposed to the so-called open micro-

phone arrays that do not use a rigid baffle [78,79].

Spherical arrays further enable the use of modal repre-

sentations of microphone recordings and HRTF datasets in

terms of solutions to the acoustic wave equation at different

directional resolutions [80]. These modal representations

enjoy popularity because they provide an encoding and

decoding scheme of directional sound information at

scalable resolutions [33,34,45–55]. A directional resolution

at a specific scale can be associated with a single parameter

that is called the order, which is denoted by � in this section.

In the spherical coordinate system shown in Fig. 3, a

point in space ~r ¼ ðr; �; �Þ is specified by its radial distance

r, azimuthal angle � 2 ½��; ��, and elevation angle � 2
½� �

2
; �

2
�. Angles are merged into a single variable 	 ¼

ð�; �Þ in such a way that a point in space is also represented

by ~r ¼ ðr; 	Þ.
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When a spherical microphone array of radius a is

used for recording, each recording signal pm of p in (14)

corresponds to a microphone position ~am ¼ ða; 	mÞ. The

presence of a rigid spherical baffle of radius a is further

assumed. On the other hand, when an open spherical

array of radius b is used to characterize the HRTFs, each

entry hleft
‘ or h

right
‘ of the HRTF dataset h in (15)

corresponds to a position ~b‘ ¼ ðb; 	‘Þ. The use of an

open spherical array in this example aims to simulate the

typical way of characterizing HRTF datasets in anechoic

conditions [27–29].

Analytical expressions to calculate CþHRTF or Cþmic for

the spherical arrays described above can be derived by first

representing the entries of CHRTF or Cmic in terms of the

acoustic scattering model for a rigid sphere [80], and by

subsequently performing a pseudo-inversion based on

analytic Tikhonov regularization [75]. The expressions

are detailed below.

In the HRTF modeling approach, the entries of

CþHRTF ¼ ½c
HRTF+
m‘ � to be used in (17) are defined by

cHRTF+
m‘ ¼

expð�jkbÞ
b


m�‘

�
Xb ffiffiLp c�1

�¼0

ð2�þ 1ÞRreg
� ða; b; kÞP�ðcos�m‘Þ:

ð32Þ

The angular part of the sum in (32) is defined by the

Legendre polynomial P� of order � evaluated at the cosine

of the angle �‘m between ~b‘ and ~am. The radial part of the

sum in (32) is defined by the regularized radial filter

Rreg
� ¼

jR�j2

jR�j2 þ �2
�

1

R�
; where R� ¼

h�ðkbÞ
ka2h0�ðkaÞ

: ð33Þ

Here, � is the regularization parameter, h� is the spherical

Hankel function of the second kind and order �, and 0

indicates the derivative with respect to the argument.

Finally, 
m and �‘ in (32) respectively denote discrete

versions of the infinitesimals d~a and d ~b in (1). These

integration quadratures are positive, normalized so that

P
m 
m ¼

P
‘ �‘ ¼ 1, and depend on the spherical sam-

pling schemes [81] used to decide the positions of

microphones and HRTFs.

In the microphone signal modeling approach, the

entries of Cþmic ¼ ½c
mic+
‘m � to be used in (23) are defined by

cmic+
‘m ¼

expð jkbÞ
b


m�‘

�
Xb ffiffiffiMp c�1

�¼0

ð2�þ 1ÞRreg
� ða; b; kÞP�ðcos�m‘Þ:

ð34Þ

As in (32), the angular part of the sum in (34) is defined by

the Legendre polynomial P�, the radial part is defined by

(33), and the normalized integration quadratures 
m and �‘
depend on the sampling schemes under consideration.

A direct inspection of (31) and (33) brings to light an

important relation between singular values and radial

filters. In spherical geometries, R� are the singular values

of CHRTF, whereas R� are the singular values of Cmic. A

similar relation has also been reported in a study concern-

ing the modeling of HRTFs with spherical harmonic

functions [82].

Diagonal forms of CHRTF and Cmic to analytically

decouple the microphone directions 	m and the HRTF

directions 	‘ exist owing to the Legendre addition theorem

[80]:

P�ðcos�m‘Þ ¼
4�

2�þ 1

X�
¼��

Y� ð	mÞY� ð	‘Þ; ð35Þ

where Y� are the so-called spherical harmonic functions of

order � and degree .

The Legendre addition theorem in (35) provides the

theoretical foundations for two popular binaural synthesis

methods in spherical geometries. The first method relies on

a diagonalization of CHRTF and is known as binaural modal

beamforming [34,52,53]. The second method relies on a

diagonalization of Cmic and is known as binaural ambi-

sonics [33,48,50]. In both cases, the pseudo-inverses

obtained by analytic diagonalization can be formulated as

follows:

Cþ ¼ D diag
jR�j2

jR�j2 þ �2
R�1
�

� �� 	
Eþ: ð36Þ

Here, Eþ is the directional encoding matrix, and D is the

directional decoding matrix. Both matrices are defined in

terms of spherical harmonic functions. Eþ is equivalent to

a spherical Fourier transform, whereas D is equivalent to

an inverse spherical Fourier transform. In spherical geo-

metries, the mapping to the singular value domain remains

described by analytic directional representations based on

spherical Fourier transforms. A complete analogy can thus

be established between the unitary matrices U and V in

(31) and the Fourier transform matrices in (36). Further-

more, the regularized singular values of CHRTF are equal to

Fig. 3 Spherical coordinate system. The origin coin-
cides with the center of the array and the center of the
listener’s head.
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(a) Geometry. (b) Reference binaural signals.

(c) HRTF modeling, M = 92, L = 252. (d) Microphone signal modeling, M = 92, L = 252.

(e) HRTF modeling, M = L = 252. (f) Microphone signal modeling,  M = L = 252.

(g) HRTF modeling, M = 492, L = 252. (h) Microphone signal modeling, M = 492, L = 252.

Fig. 4 Binaural synthesis examples.
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the regularized radial filters R
reg
� , whereas the regularized

singular values of Cmic are equal to the regularized radial

filters Rreg
� in (33).

6. EXAMPLES OF BINAURAL SYNTHESIS

Synthesis examples for distinct numbers of micro-

phones (M) and HRTFs (L) are presented in this section.

The radii of the arrays are a ¼ 8:5 cm and b ¼ 1:5 m. The

positioning of microphones and HRTFs was decided

according to spherical grids constructed by subdividing

the edges of an icosahedron [83], such as the icosahedral

grids used in the SENZI system [35–39]. Examples of such

icosahedral grids are shown in Fig. 4(a), where white dots

and black marks respectively indicate microphones and

HRTFs.

The microphone signals were simulated with the

algorithm described in [84], whereas the HRTF datasets

were calculated using the boundary element method solver

described in [20]. Synthesis examples were restricted to

target sound sources lying on the horizontal black circle

in Fig. 4(a), at the same distance used to obtain the HRTF

dataset. The reference set of binaural signals for such target

sources is shown in Fig. 4(b). The synthesized binaural

signals are shown in Figs. 4(c)–4(h). The regularization

parameter to calculate the pseudo-inverses was set to � ¼
1� 10�3.

When M ¼ L, CHRTF and Cmic are equivalent because

they both correspond to a determined linear system.

Figures 4(e) and 4(f) show that both approaches yield the

same synthesis results in the determined case.

When M < L, CHRTF represents an overdetermined

system, whereas Cmic represents an underdetermined

system. A comparison between Figs. 4(c) and 4(d) show

that more distortion at higher frequencies is observed in the

overdetermined case in Fig. 4(c).

Finally, when M > L, CHRTF corresponds to an under-

determined system, whereas Cmic corresponds to an over-

determined system. A comparison between Figs. 4(g) and

4(h) show again that more distortion at higher frequencies

is observed in the overdetermined case in Fig. 4(h).

7. SUMMARY

A review of signal processing methods to accurately

synthesize the sound pressure at the ears from microphone

array recordings was presented. Special attention was given

to a modern class of methods that rely on combining the

spatial information available in microphone array record-

ings with the spatial information available in datasets of

head-related transfer functions (HRTFs). The use of a

microphone array offers the possibility of including the

dynamic auditory cues used in sound localization because

the movements of listeners can be tracked through digital

computations in real-time or non-real-time conditions. The

HRTF datasets allow the inclusion of the auditory local-

ization cues that correspond to the individual traits of the

external anatomy of the listeners.

A general formulation for this modern class of methods

was presented in terms of a linear system of equations,

whose associated matrix is composed of acoustic transfer

functions that relate the positions of microphones and

HRTFs. Based on this formulation, it was shown that

most of the existing methods under consideration can be

classified into two prominent approaches: 1) the HRTF

modeling approach and 2) the microphone signal modeling

approach. An important relation between these two

approaches was evidenced in the general formulation:

when one approach arises from the solution to an over-

determined system, the other corresponds to an under-

determined system, and vice versa. Simulation examples in

spherical geometries were also presented to illustrate the

fact that underdetermined systems generally outperform

overdetermined ones. The formulation of the underlying

linear systems and their corresponding synthesis algorithms

are summarized in Table 2.

Other kinds of spatial information can further be

included as parameters in the combination matrices CHRTF

or Cmic. For instance, spatial patterns for artificial rever-

beration or directional selectivity can further be included

when the targeted application does not aim to re-create

an auditory scene but instead requires additional spatial

edition capabilities. Such is the case, for example, of

binaural systems that use an additional beamforming stage

to increase the intelligibility of speech [52,53]. In this

regard, recent trends in array signal processing can be

exploited to optimally represent CHRTF or Cmic for future

recording, editing, and reproduction of sound in binaural

systems. Compressive sensing methods [85] that reduce

the sparseness of array signals can for instance be used

to optimize the directivity of microphone arrays without

affecting the spatial patterns of the HRTF datasets.

Table 2 Two formulations of binaural synthesis.

Approach

Characteristic
HRTF modeling

Microphone signal
modeling

Linear system
formulation

Acoustic transfer
functions in CHRTF are
linearly combined to

approximate the HRTF
dataset h:

CHRTFw ¼ hþ �HRTF.

Acoustic transfer
functions in Cmic are
linearly combined to

approximate the
microphone signals p:
Cmicu ¼ pþ �mic.

Synthesis
algorithm

(1) Weighting filters
w ¼ CþHRTFh.

(2) Binaural signals
’ ¼ w>p.

(1) Driving signals
u ¼ Cþmic p.

(2) Binaural signals
’ ¼ h>u.
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